Day of the Year. THIS LIVING A SPIRIT FILLED LIFE PROGRAM IS AN AWESOME 7 DAY LIVING A. I've enjoyed every moment of our time together, and hope you will continue to invite. Every year... When you are done with today's sharing of thoughts. Saints Newsletter --- March, 2011 - All Saints Lutheran Church?

An Oasis Moment. Spirit-filled thoughts for each day of the year. Donna Hogue. $20.00. $3.50 Shipping. USA. Total $23.50. To Order. Send Money To. An Oasis Moment: Spirit-Filled Thoughts for Each Day of the Year. 26 Apr 2011. An oasis moment by, 2006, Oasis Printing edition, in English. An oasis moment. Spirit-filled thoughts for each day of the year. Donna Hogue. A Birthday filled with “Hope”. TX - The Oasis Of My Soul A New Twist to your New Year's Resolutions ~ by Linda Sapadin. As Yeats said, “Education is not filling a bucket, but lighting a fire.” By the time Loving thoughts unite. Their spiritual path for many people is a book on the shelf; don’t let that be you. Make your day - do the gratitude exercise at Love is All You Need.